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Case study 
Luker Rowe

Luker Rowe, based in Amersham, 
Buckinghamshire, has been providing 
insurance broking services to businesses and 
private individuals since 1989.

The story
With an ethos centred on delivering impartial and intelligent advice to its 
ever-growing client base, Luker Rowe’s commitment to high standards of 
professionalism was officially recognised when it achieved Chartered status in 
2009, making it one of the first brokers to do so.

As an independent owner-managed business, with a total workforce of around 30 
people, Luker Rowe focuses on delivering what it does best. It is therefore happy to 
outsource aspects of its non-core business to other providers, so long as they are 
of the highest quality.

Company name:
Luker Rowe

HR support 
tailored to its 
needs

Andrea Napier, Office Manager at Luker 
Rowe, comments: “We operate in a highly-
regulated sector, so we are accustomed to 
having to comply with complex legislation 
and being subjected to intense scrutiny.”

With a desire to ensure it achieves and maintains the highest of standards in 
all aspects of the business, Luker Rowe sought a partner to help with its HR 
challenges and ensure legal compliance.

Andrea explains: “We’re a company of qualified professionals, and our colleagues 
are motivated and conscientious, so we wanted a partner who as well as helping 
us with everyday challenges could take us to the highest level of compliance and 
best practice. WorkNest (formerly Ellis Whittam) were the only provider we spoke 
to who demonstrated they could do this.”

“Our WorkNest Regional Business Director presented a bespoke proposal for us 
only after he had developed a thorough understanding of our needs,” she adds.

As a company whose business involves dealing with finance and risk management, 
Luker Rowe also values the fixed fees and unlimited support which all WorkNest 
clients benefit from. The company appreciates the advantages this brings when it 
comes to managing budgets. 

Andrea concludes: “We have all the benefits of dealing with a firm of solicitors. 
We have our own qualified personal Employment Law Adviser, who is always 
available at the drop of a hat and has been absolutely fantastic. Plus, we can call 
whenever we want and as often as we like, without having to worry about our 
costs. Without doubt, joining WorkNest is one of the best business decisions 
we have ever made.”


